Teach-Out Plans and Agreements Policy

An institution accredited by the Commission must submit to the Commission for its prior approval a teach-out plan, upon the occurrence of any of the following:

1. The Secretary of Education notifies WSCUC that the Secretary has initiated an emergency action against an institution in accordance with Section 487(c)(1)(G) of the Higher Education Act (HEA) or an action to limit, suspend, or terminate an institution participating in any Title IV, HEA program, in accordance with section 487(c)(1)(F) of the HEA, and that a teach-out plan is required.
2. WSCUC acts to withdraw, terminate, or suspend accreditation or candidacy of the institution.
3. The institution notifies WSCUC that it intends to cease operations entirely or close a location that provides one hundred percent of at least one program.
4. A state licensing or authorizing agency notifies WSCUC that an institution’s license or legal authority to provide an educational program has been or will be revoked.
5. When in WSCUC’s judgment, an institution lacks sufficient resources to operate in accordance with the Commission’s standards or any time WSCUC determines that a teach-out plan is appropriate to safeguard the interests of students.

A teach-out plan may include agreements with one or more other institutions. For more information about the expected elements of teach-out plans and teach-out agreements, please see the Teach-Out Plans and Agreements Guide.

TEACH-OUT PLAN

A teach-out plan is a written plan developed by the institution if that institution, or an institutional location that provides one hundred percent of at least one program, ceases to operate before all students have completed their program of study. Institutions must submit a teach-out plan to WSCUC staff for approval prior to implementation of the plan. WSCUC may require an institution to enter into a teach-out agreement with other institutions as part of its teach-out plan. Institutions are expected to engage in ongoing communication with WSCUC during the teach-out period and provide periodic status updates.

A teach-out plan must:

1. provide for the equitable treatment of students by ensuring that a teach-out institution has the necessary experience, resources, and support services to provide an educational program that is of acceptable quality and reasonably similar in content, structure, and scheduling, and to meet all obligations to existing students of the closing institution or location.
2. specify any additional fees, tuition or other charges.
3. provide for notification to students of any additional costs.
4. include all of the required Teach-Out Plan Elements.
REQUIRED ELEMENTS OF TEACH-OUT PLANS

Closure of an Institution

1. Background information
   a. Rationale for institution’s closure decision
   b. Description of decision to:
      i. Teach-out students prior to closure, or
      ii. Enter into teach-out agreements (see section on teach-out agreements below), or
      iii. A combination of both
   c. Descriptive statistics including:
      i. Enrollment by degree program and certificate program
      ii. FTE of faculty (full time/part time)

2. FTE of staff (full time/part time)

3. Plans and options for students (currently enrolled and inactive)

4. Plans and options for faculty (part time and full time)

5. Plans and options for staff (part time and full time)

6. Academic Transcripts and Financial Aid Records
   a. Provisions for identifying a receiving institution for records
   b. Arrangements with state or international equivalent authorizing bodies for transfer of student records as applicable

7. Governing Board Financial and Legal Obligations
   a. Rationale for closure date
   b. Disposition of assets

8. Notification/Communication Plan
   a. Student communication
   b. Staff and faculty communication
   c. Public communication
   d. Coordination with other accrediting bodies
   e. Coordination with state authorizing bodies
   f. Timeline of Teach-Out Events

9. Teach-Out, Transfer and Articulation Agreements with Receiving Institutions (if applicable)
   a. Consideration of requirements of programmatic or specialized accreditors
   b. Consideration for requirements of professional licensure and certification bodies

Closure of a Location
Required if 100% of any program is offered at a closing location.

1. Background information
   a. Rationale for location’s closure decision
   c. Descriptive statistics including:
      i. Enrollment by degree program and certificate program
      ii. FTE of faculty (full time/part time)
      iii. FTE of staff (full time/part time)

2. Plans and options for students (currently enrolled and inactive)

3. Plans and options for faculty (part time and full time)

4. Plans and options for staff (part time and full time)
5. Notification/Communication Plan
   a. Student communication
   b. Staff and faculty communication
   c. Public communication
   d. Coordination with other accrediting bodies
   e. Coordination with state or international equivalent authorizing bodies
   f. Timeline of Teach-Out Events

6. Teach-Out, Transfer and Articulation Agreements with Receiving Institutions, as appropriate

**TEACH-OUT AGREEMENT**

If the closing institution is not able to remain open long enough to teach-out its own students, it must then rely on the assistance of one or more accredited institutions to complete the teach-out of its students. WSCUC may require an institution to enter into a teach-out agreement with one or more institutions as part of its teach-out plan. A teach-out agreement is a written agreement between two institutions when the institution, or a location of an institution that provides one hundred percent of at least one program, ceases to operate before all students have completed their programs of study and enters into an agreement with another institution to teach out the program(s). When an institution enters into a teach-out agreement with another institution, the initiating institution must submit the agreement to the WSCUC Vice President liaison for approval prior to its implementation.

The teach-out agreement may be approved only if the agreement is between institutions that are accredited by United States Department of Education (or international equivalent) recognized accrediting agencies. The closing institution must provide documentation that the teach-out institution’s accreditor or international equivalent, if not WSCUC, has approved the agreement and has determined that the teach-out institution has sufficient capacity to carry out the teach-out plan in accordance with the accreditor’s standards.

In order to be approved, a teach-out agreement must:

1. be consistent with applicable WSCUC standards of accreditation and policies.
2. provide for the equitable treatment of students by ensuring that the teach-out institution has the necessary experience, resources, and support services to provide an educational program that is of acceptable quality and reasonably similar in content, structure, and scheduling to that provided by the institution that is closing or discontinuing its location(s), to remain stable, carry out its mission, and to meet all obligations to its existing students.
3. demonstrate that the teach-out institution can provide students access to the program and services without requiring them to move or travel substantial distances.
4. require approval of another accrediting agency if the teach-out institution holds accreditation from that agency.
5. provide for timely notification to any applicable programmatic accrediting agency.
6. specify any additional costs charged to students by the teach-out institution. (Whenever possible, institutions are encouraged to form agreements with teach-out receiving institutions so students will not be required to pay more in tuition and fees than they would have been charged at the closing institution.)
7. provide for timely notification to students of any additional charges.
8. include all of the required Teach-Out Agreement Elements.
REQUIRED ELEMENTS OF TEACH-OUT AGREEMENTS

1. Introduction
   a. Names and locations of closing and receiving institutions

2. Purpose of Agreement

3. Terms of Agreement
   a. Transfer Credits
   b. Transfer Criteria and Tuition
      i. Exceptions to Receiving Institution’s Transfer of Credit Policy
      ii. Exceptions may include waiving usual residency requirements and course equivalencies
   c. Custodian of Student Records

INSTITUTIONAL CLOSURE WITHOUT AN APPROVED PROVISIONAL PLAN OR TEACH-OUT AGREEMENT

If an accredited institution or an institution that is in candidacy status closes without a teach-out plan, the Commission will work with the U.S. Department of Education and appropriate state or international equivalent agencies, to the extent feasible, to assist students in finding reasonable opportunities to complete their education without additional charges.
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